




Grace Manahan (grace.manahan@mercerisland.gov)
Sticky Note
Per MICC 19.02.020(C)(1)(c)(i)(b): For lots with a lot width of more than 90 feet, the sum of the side yards' width shall be a width that is equal to at least 17 percent of the lot width.Per MICC 19.02.020(C)(1)(c)(ii):Minimum side yard width. The minimum side yard width is five feet or 33 percent of the aggregate side yard total width, whichever is greater.Please correct side yard setbacks. 

Yuri Samarkin (y.v.samarkin@gmail.com)
Sticky Note
Unmarked set by Yuri Samarkin (y.v.samarkin@gmail.com)

Yuri Samarkin (y.v.samarkin@gmail.com)
Sticky Note
Side yards dimensions have been updated so the sum of side yards to be equal to 17% of the lot width.









Building Plan Review (jacob.halverson@mercerisland.gov)
Sticky Note
Room is interpreted as a sleeping room. Summary phone call w/architect 5/2/23 to resolve previous comment.1.) Provide detailing such as that it is a compliant bedroom (egress and sm/cm).2.) Change detailing as suggested on phonecall 5/2/23 increase opening of doorway to 48" with no door. Provide double door. or provide barn door.3.) Record a hold-harmless agreement with the city of merer island to be recorded on parcel. Please reach out to your reviewer (Jacob Halverson) for additional information. 

Yuri Samarkin (y.v.samarkin@gmail.com)
Sticky Note
The room is not intended to be used as sleeping room, the door has been updated to a barn door
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